
TEXTURE ROHOPTIC
The barely-there sepia stain on this single-strip oak floor from the Texture Collection allows natural tones to show through. Each board is heavily
brushed and the genuine cracks and knots in combination with the saw marks bring out the character of the grain and highlight the natural
texture of the wood. Four-sided beveling at the edges ensures a classic, full plank look and feel.

PRODUCT DETAILSPRODUCT DETAILS

Article NumberArticle Number 151201240

EAN CodeEAN Code 7393969047678

Surface treatmentSurface treatment Oil 
This floor should be oiled immediately
after installation.

Design featuresDesign features Bevelled 4-sided, Brushed, Saw marks

DimensionsDimensions 2420 x 187 x 15 mm

Area per Package (m²)Area per Package (m²) 2.72

Area per pallet (m²)Area per pallet (m²) 122.4

Package infoPackage info Packages may contain start and stop
boards.

DETAIL DESCRIPTION

All naturally occuring wood colour variations allowed, from light to dark
brown. Sapwood may occur. The product includes very large sound and black
knots and cracks. Knots and cracks will be present in all sizes and numbers and
not all of them filled. The product may continue to develop their rustic nature
after the floor has been installed, splits and cracks that occur after installation
are normal and should be considered part of the timbers natural character.

COLOUR CHANGE

Stained product - noticable color change over time

FACTSFACTS

Wood SpeciesWood Species Oak

BoardBoard 1-strip

GradingGrading Expressive

RangeRange Kährs Original

CollectionCollection Texture Collection

ResandableResandable 2-3 times

Natural/StainedNatural/Stained Stained

Brinell ValueBrinell Value 3,7

JointJoint Woodloc® 5S

Floor heatingFloor heating Yes

WarrantyWarranty 30 years

Wear-layer materialWear-layer material Hardwood

Wear-layer thicknessWear-layer thickness 3.5 mm

Core materialCore material Pine/Spruce/Alder

ThicknessThickness 15 mm

Installation methodInstallation method Floating, Glue-down
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Descriptions & Imagery

All samples, images and product description, plus photo and brochure specifications are there for the sole purpose of giving an approximate
idea of the items described in them. They shall not form part of the contract or have any contractual force and should be viewed for illustrative
purposes only. We cannot guarantee that your computer’s display or the quality of the print will accurately reflect the colour of the products.
Your product may vary slightly from the images within this literature.
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